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Georgia Journal of International
&Comparative Law

T

he Georgia Journal of International and Comparative law is published three
times yearll. and covers areas of private and public international law. The
Journal is designed to be of value not only to specialists in international and comparative law. but also to practitioners who are confronted with the increasing frequenc~· of international issues in local practice.
Under the guidance of its two faculty advisors, Professor Dean Rusk, former United
States Secretary of State, and Professor Gabriel Wilner, former Legal Consultant
to the Technologl Division of UNCT AD, the Journal has acquired a reputation as
one of the top periodicals in the field. In addition to its broad coverage of current
international topics, the Journal has recently initiated an emphasis on international
trade law with the publication of an annual survey of recent developments in trade.
The Journal is distributed to six continents and thirty-four countries. Subscribers
include domestic universities, colleges, public libraries, law firms, corporations,
government offices, foundations, international organizations and individuals.
If interested in subscribing, please complete the form below and return with check
payable to:
Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law
The University of Georgia School of Law
Athens, Georgia 30602
NAME-----------------------FIRM/SCHOOL
ADDRESS
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE/COUNTRY _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

Check one: Domestic Rate/$13.00 yearly Cl
Foreign Rate/$15.00 yearly D
Single issues available at a cost of $5.50
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LAW AND POLICY
IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Law and Policy in International Business is the international journal
of Georgetown University Law Center. Its purpose is to analyze
the laws and policies of governments and international organizations as they affect transactional business and economics. Law and
Policy has firmly established itself as the foremost journal in its field,
with the largest number of regular subscribers of all student international law journals. Issued four times a year by a student staff,
Law and Policy publishes lead articles, book reviews, and student
notes and comments on recent developments in such diverse areas
as international trade, antitrust, securities regulation, labor, tax,
environmental and transportation law.
Issue 3 of volume 16 is devoted to a symposium on the
Iran-United States Claim Tribunal with a foreword written by the
Honorable Judge Pierre Bell et. Articles include:
* The Iran-United States Claims Tribunal: A Review of
Developments 1983-84, by David P. Stewart
* Review of Proceedings and Awards of the Iran-United
States Claims Tribunal: Are the Tribunal's Awards
Dutch? by William Lake and Jane Tucker Dana
* The Expropriation Issue for the Iran-United States
Claims Tribunal: Is 'Just Compensation" Required by
International Law or Not? by Brice Clagett
* Causation As An Element of State Responsibility, by
Michael Straus, and
* Standby Letters of Credit in the Iranian Litigation: 200
Problems in Search of a Solution, by Mark Zimmett.
Subscriptions are only $20 for domestic subscribers, $22 for
foreign subscribers and $12 for students. For more information,
write to:
Law and Policy in International Business
Georgetown University Law Center
600 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001

https://surface.syr.edu/jilc/vol11/iss3/9
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